Trainer Guide for Lesson Package 2: Xenophobia

XENOPHOBIA
DESCRIPTION
The Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) outbreak in
Singapore has presented a global health crisis that compels
us as a community to band together and do our part to fight
the virus as one people.
In response to the COVID-19, we witness instances of xenophobia overseas as
well as in our community – displays of xenophobia, xenophobic posts and
comments. Xenophobia has always existed. How did COVID-19 trigger
xenophobic responses? Why did that happen and what can we as individuals
do in this time?

KEY LEARNING POINTS
● Xenophobia is in part a consequence of misunderstanding and misplaced
assumptions
● Situations like COVID-19 knows no nationality and race – we are more
similar than we would like to think
● Combat misunderstandings with facts and compassion, regardless of
race, language, religion and nation
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XENOPHOBIA
Influence and gain commitment from people

XENOPHOBIA – Part 1 (Exploring the Topic)
BUILDING CONTEXT
On 12th March 2020, the World Health Organisation
(WHO) declared the COVID-19 outbreak to be a
pandemic.
[Quick Sharing]
- What do you understand by “pandemic”?
- What is the difference between Pandemic and
Epidemic/ Disease outbreak?

There is no explicit definition of Pandemics written by
WHO. Generally, pandemics refer to worldwide spread
of new diseases. Pandemics are hence not so much a
reference to the severity of the disease than a reference
to how widely the disease spreads geographically.

COVID-19 being declared a pandemic is indicative of its
current worldwide spread. It has moved beyond being
just a “Wuhan” situation, or “China/Chinese” situation.
We see outbreaks in more than 160 countries (as of 19
March 2020) in various continents.

Discussion Question: What do you think Xenophobia
means?
Students tend to look to the internet for the definition.
Educators can probe their understanding by asking them
to rephrase it in their own words.
- Dictionary definition: extreme dislike or fear of
foreigners, their customs, religions etc
- What an example of rephrasing can look like:
o fear of/ hate towards certain people
because they are of a different race or
religion
- What does Xenophobia look/like like?
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[Video] An example of Xenophobia overseas
This is a video from New York City in early March. This
shows the confrontation in a subway against an Asian
man.
The aggressor was asking the Asian man to move away,
and sprayed Febreeze or some kind of air freshener.
Discussion Question: Since COVID-19 spreads globally,
why do people still single out communities like the
Asians and the Chinese?
- Possible responses:
o COVID-19 started in China
o People are playing safe by rejecting and
distancing themselves away from
Asians/Chinese
At the time of this video (early March), there is actually
not a single case of COVID-19 from an Asian in New York
City.
Discussion Question: Why then are people still treating
Asians/Chinese like this?
- What is the basis of such xenophobic/racist
behaviour?
- Possible responses:
o Ignorance and misunderstanding
o Amidst the fear, people are finding
elements of certainty to regain a sense of
control. “Must be the Chinese/Asians who
are spreading COVID-19 in this country!”
Xenophobia in Singapore
To a lesser extent, we also see Xenophobic tensions
simmering in the Singapore society.
On 29th Jan 2020, a religious teacher posted on
xenophobic and racist posts on his personal Facebook
page. He talked about how COVID-19 was a retribution
against the Chinese for their oppressive treatment
against the Uighurs minorities in Xinjiang. In a separate
post, he commented that the Chinese are not as hygienic
and does clean up thoroughly after defecating, causing
COVID-19 to spread through faeces.

On 14th Jan 2020, a Singapore University of Technology
and Design (SUTD) sent an email to all students
promoting one of the initiatives in the school’s virtual
open house. However, this student attributed the cause
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of bringing open house online to “Wuhan”, triggering a
response email from a PhD student correcting the term
(it should have been a more neutral and official term
“COVID-19”) and asking for an apology.
Thereafter, a person “Chia Yiling” responded to the
email…
She criticized the PhD student for taking “taxpayers’
money” for their own studies in Singapore without much
contribution to Singapore, and asked the PhD student to
“return to your virus country”

XENOPHOBIA – Part 2 (Relating to the Topic)
UNDERSTANDING THE PROBLEM
Singapore is well-known internationally for being a
cosmopolitan city, meaning our city is comprised of
people from many different countries. We are an
international business and tourism hub.
Discussion Question: To what extent are we truly
embracing diversity?
Educators may sieve out questions to ask the class based
on how deep he/she may want to delve into the topic of
embracing diversity
- When COVID-19 first landed on our shores, how
many of us received or sent texts/memes/other
media like “Avoid the Chinese”, “Get XXX out of
Singapore!” etc?
- How did you feel about all these comments and
the instances shared in the previous slides? Upset?
Justified? Why?
- How open are we towards foreigners? Is there a
bias towards/against certain countries, and why?
- Is embracing diversity an outcome of our openness
as a society, or is it a matter of economics
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(industries, offices and tourism)? Or a matter of
convenience (so that they can do the work we
don’t want to do)?
o And hence, are countries that provide
PMETs (Professionals, Managers,
Executives and Technicians) more
welcomed than countries that provide blue
collar workers?
EXPLORING IMPACT OF PROBLEM
On 24th Feb 2020, a Singaporean was a victim of
Xenophobia in London. Jonathan Mok is a student in
London. He walked past a group of youths when he heard
them call out “Coronavirus”. He turned and looked at
them in response. One of youths then punched Jonathan
twice in the face.
The youth said “I don’t want your coronavirus in my
country”
Now, a Singaporean becomes a victim of Xenophobia, and
the social media erupted in call of injustice and expression
of sympathy. His Facebook post garnered 11,000
comments and 40,000 shares.
Discussion Question   Having a fellow Singaporean
being a victim, how does that confirm or challenge your
view on diversity and xenophobia?
- Imagine Mok to be your friend, how would you
feel? (Angry, Injustice) Why?
- Possible responses:
o Xenophobia may be more prevalent
overseas
o Though we may not see things happening,
it doesn’t mean that nothing is happening.
Discussion Question   Are we really that different –
Singaporean vs foreigner?
Possible areas to explore:
- Visible: cultures, language, festivities
- Non-visible: both have families to protect/support,
both wants safety, both wants to make a honest
living
Possible landing point: We are more similar than we
sometimes care to admit.
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XENOPHOBIA – Part 3 (Solutions)
CONCEPTUALISING SOLUTIONS TO PROBLEMS
WITHIN OWN SPHERES OF INFLUENCE
On 10th March 2020, the Costa Fortuna cruise ship
docked in Singapore.
This is significant because
1) we just witnessed another cruise ship (Diamond
Princess) being the site of a COVID-19 outbreak,
carrying more than 700 patients. At that time,
the ship itself has the highest number of
COVID-19 cases outside of China
2) It was rejected by ports in Penang and Phuket
due to fears of similar COVID-19 infections on
the ship
3) It was ferrying 60 Italians. Italy was seeing
escalating number of confirmed cases in the
country then, reporting thousands of new cases
a day
4) Yet, Singapore chose to let them dock in
Singapore, their home port

Discussion Question: Should we have isolated them
instead?
- What do you think was the right decision?
- What considerations would you have before
deciding whether the ship should be allowed to
dock?
- What do we know? What do we not know?
In response, the Government stepped out to provide
the facts surrounding the incident.
- Passengers were already screened prior to
travel and no new passengers were picked up
after the ship set sail
- There were no sick passengers on board,
according to the ship doctors
Discussion Question: When the facts are pushed out,
how does that change your initial opinion on this
decision? Why?
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POSITIVE RESPONSES

In contrast to the xenophobia we’ve seen, we also
started to see more organic, on-the-ground responses
to the plights of the foreigners suffering from
COVID-19 in Singapore. This is one such group,
itsrainingraincoats, who got in touch with the wife of
one of the Bangladeshi migrant worker in the Seletar
Aerospace cluster to find out her situation and her
needs, and rallied the community and social media
users to chip in to support her upcoming newborn.
More recently, on 16th March 2020, Malaysia
announced a Movement Control Order, which includes
the ban on travel abroad starting from 18th March 2020
till the end of the month. This means that schools and
businesses are to remain closed, and Malaysians are
not allowed to travel out of the country.
In Singapore, we have 300,000 Malaysian workers who
enter Singapore everyday for work. Suddenly, these
workers, should they choose to remain in Singapore to
work, have no way to go home.

The same night, we saw Malaysian workers sleeping in
the public areas as they were unable to head home,
and no accommodation plans have been made for
them yet. At Kranji MRT station itself, there were
around 20 of them sleeping on the cold, hard floor.

In less than 24 hours, the government responded with
various initiatives, including working with employers to
house the Malaysian workers and opening up sports
hall as temporary shelter and distributing toiletries.
Alongside the government interventions, we once
again saw ground-up initiatives – Singaporeans
offering to house Malaysian workers, distributing food
and blankets to those on the streets, communities
rallying support via Facebook pages like Homeless
Hearts of Singapore
(https://www.facebook.com/homelessSG) and
Couchsurfing communities.
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COVID-19 knows no boundaries, so should we.
The foreigners, away from home and family, are as
fearful, if not more so, than we are.
Discussion Question: How can we also support the
foreigners in Singapore during this period?
- Why did Singapore choose to help the
Malaysian workers?
o Precisely because COVID-19 is blind to
race and nationality, we are in this
together. Your problem is my problem,
your solution is my solution.
- Win Together: Look out for foreigner friends
and neighbours – check in with them, provide
emotional support, give what we can
- Malaysian friends – How’s things at home for
them? For those who had to rush into
Singapore, did they manage to gather what
they needed before they rushed into
Singapore?
Xenophobia (and racism) is the spread of hate.
Sometimes that stems from misunderstanding and
ignorance.

Discussion Question: How can we arm ourselves with
the facts, and spread the facts to counter ignorance,
misunderstanding, fear-mongering etc against certain
groups of people?
- Lead with a positive response: Fact-check news
spreading on social media networks, question
own assumptions and beliefs, form an informed
opinion about things going around us and inject
reason and assurance through our interactions
with others
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